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The Slow Food Movement and the Terra-Madre project: food
sovereignty and translocal assemblages
Emanuele Amo

Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, UK

ABSTRACT
Since 2004 the SF Movement has developed a global community of food
producers and activists called Terra-Madre. Every two years representatives
of the community meet in Turin for five days of workshops and conferences.
Due to Covid-19 crisis SF has radically changed the nature of the meeting,
presenting a six-month calendar of digital and physical events around the
world. The paper examines the exchange occurring between communities as
a form of translocal activism and considers to what extent SF can be defined
as a movement for food sovereignty. It draws on digital data collection on
the online activities and research with participants involving semi-structured
interviews and observation notes. The paper reflects on the experience of
digital fieldwork and how the new format of Terra-Madre provides insights
into SF as a translocal movement characterized by conflicts, common
perspectives and emergent capabilities.
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1. Introduction

Concepts of translocality and assemblage have become popular in recent geographical debates and
are used by scholars to analyse topics from mobility and urban planning to social movements and
development (Anderson et al., 2012; Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013). The two concepts have been
investigated extensively, e.g. Müller and Schurr (2016), Appadurai (1996, 2013), Levin (2013),
but rarely considered together. An important exception to this tendency is Colin McFarlane’s com-
prehensive analysis of the notion of translocal assemblage, exemplified in ‘Translocal assemblages:
Space, power and social movements’, where the two notions are examined in relation to a concrete
case study provided by a social organisation. The lack of analysis on the idea of translocal assem-
blages is particularly evident in works concerning current rural issues such as food movements,
food sovereignty, and novel forms of territorialisation/territoriality. In fact, apart from some
notable research, e.g. Sonnino et al. (2016), Woods (2018), Jones et al. (2019), much current dis-
cussion in this area remains firmly attached to traditional theories of network and structure
(McFarlane, 2009), and generally academia seems reluctant to challenge the opposition between
local and global (Delaney, 2005), particularly in analyses concerning rural areas and grassroots
social movements (Schiller & Salazar, 2013). In this sense Slow Food (SF), an international organ-
isation promoting food traditions and cultures, is emblematic in its tendency to describe itself, and
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in being described, as a transnational network. Two theoretical gaps within current geographical
studies emerge from this scenario. On the one hand, we still have a very limited understanding
of the concept of translocal assemblage in relation to contemporary geographic issues and the
potential behind this theoretical approach. On the other, we lack updated analyses of the nature
of many grassroots social movements that radically refuse the interpretation of social bodies as
totalities; as well as traditional dichotomies opposing local and global, centre and periphery, subject
and object, in favour of notions of multiplicity, hybridity and change.

The purpose of this work is therefore to re-connect theories of network and transnationality with
new ideas, better reflecting contemporary issues and responses to revolutionary globalising pro-
cesses. Drawing from the international community of small producers and activists named
Terra-Madre, the analysis here presented considers how translocal movements embody and mirror
complex social theories of the globalized world, overcoming with their day-to-day experience aca-
demic interpretations still anchored to conventional geographical models. Therefore, the paper
aims to demonstrate how contemporary social movements are an active part in the creation of
new relational processes which not only require the adoption of different social theories than
those usually provided, but indeed the creation of new perspectives able to represent the fluid dyna-
mism of the real. Ultimately, the article seeks to represent through the example of the SF Move-
ment’s evolution an original interaction between model and experience in the global world,
supporting the importance of both in their uniqueness and relation.

2. Background

The SF Movement is a global, grassroots organization, founded in Italy in 1989 ‘to prevent the dis-
appearance of local food cultures and traditions’ (SF, 2015). Officially present in 160 countries, the
movement can count on 100.000 members and millions of supporters (SF, 2015). Since 2004 SF has
developed an international project called Terra-Madre (Petrini & Padovani, 2006). The project
usually defined as ‘an international network of food communities ̶ groups of small-scale producers
and others united by the production of a particular food and closely linked to a geographic area’
(SF, 2015), it is also described as a ‘world meeting of local food communities, that is, farmers,
cooks and academics, who work towards increasing small-scale, traditional and sustainable food
production’ (Sassatelli & Davolio, 2010, p. 211). Terra-Madre is then a global community of
food producers whose representatives meet every two years in the city of Turin (Italy) for 5 days
of events. At present it is the SF’s most important initiative (Petrini, 2009).

Projects developed by SF involve a multitude of different topics, including gastronomy, climate
change, sustainable farming and migration (SF, 2015). For this reason, the movement has been ana-
lysed by different academic disciplines, through approaches, perspectives and methodologies
designed to answer a broad range of research questions. For example, if a number of studies pub-
lished by anthropologists and geographers are the product of extensive research and fieldworks, i.e.
Chrzan (2004), Lotti (2010), Grasseni (2012); several studies conducted by experts in food policies
and movements are mainly based on the analysis and critique of secondary sources, i.e. Schneider
(2008), Simonetti (2012) and Philippon (2015). Over the past few years numerous academic works
have been published on SF, and broadly speaking, scholars seem to have considered some of the
most important issues related to the movement’s nature and philosophy such as the SF’s
approaches in the preservation of cultures and traditions, i.e. Leitch (2003), Lotti (2010), Littaye
(2015), or the historical evolution of the organisation’s structure (Andrews, 2008), analysing,
often in detail, initiatives developed by SF in the last two decades.
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This process of analysis also applies to Terra-Madre whose characteristics have been effectively
investigated by the past literature. For example, we know that the initiative is positioned within a
broad change occurred within SF in the early 2000s which was firstly identified by Sassatelli and
Davolio (2010) as a radical shift of the movement from gastronomy to eco-gastronomy and there-
fore, the growing involvement of SF in social and ecological issues, see for example Grasseni (2012)
or Siniscalchi (2013a). Elsewhere, Van Bommel and Spicer (2011) identified that the birth of Terra-
Madre is connected with the creation of other projects such as the Presidia, communities of food
producers ‘related to a specific product linked to tradition, region, culture, and agricultural history’
(Peano et al., 2014, p. 2), and the Salone del Gusto (‘Hall of Taste’), ‘a biannual event where SF pro-
ducers exhibit their products’ (Van Bommel & Spicer, 2011, p. 1728) and nowadays ‘the largest con-
vention of its kind in the world’ (Schneider, 2008, p. 389).1

In other words, it is possible to say that a multiform tapestry representing SF has been created by
the academy and this theoretical frame inevitably represents a starting point for any investigation
on the movement. However, the strong dynamism and heterogeneity of this organisation is subject
to some radical theoretical gaps. The most significant seems to be the absence of analyses on the
link between SF and the notion of food sovereignty, even though – at least since the first edition
of Terra-Madre in 2004 – the movement defines itself as an organization for food sovereignty
(Petrini, 2009).

The issue can be related to the general tendency by scholars, with some important exceptions, i.e.
Siniscalchi (2013a, 2013b), to depict the movement as a totality, describing SF as an organisation
with a specific identity (Italian grassroots movement), a static structure (network regulated by
national or international offices connecting local groups of activists), and a set of defined and
homogeneous purposes (preserving and promoting artisanal food). As yet, analyses concerning
notions of multiplicity, hybridity, dynamicity, and conflict are currently lacking. Ultimately, the
tendency to make broad generalisations from specific experiences, often very limited in time and
space, has led to a theoretical gap in the analysis of the movement’s evolution. There is also a
need for systematic interpretation of SF as a permanent experimental process rather than a mono-
lithic organization, based on a highly hierarchical structure and a set of unchanging aims and
methodologies.

In the most challenging year for SF (2020), the 13th edition of Terra-Madre has provided the
opportunity for researchers to observe the nature of SF communities, becoming a turning point
for the understanding of contemporary social movements. Here, whoever systematically followed
the initiative, cannot fail to recognize the existence of a complex and distinctive interpretation by
SF of the notion of food sovereignty that goes even beyond the accounts provided by the movement
itself. This new interpretation is primarily based on the analysis of fluid, conflicting and dynamic
relations connecting a multitude of actors and localities all over the world.

3. Terra-Madre as a translocal assemblage

Both the internal and external literature on SF describe the Terra-Madre project as an international
network, ‘a large system consisting of many similar parts that are connected together to allow
movement or communication between or along the parts, or between the parts and a control
centre’, Cambridge Dictionary (2021). Terra-Madre is therefore presented as a net linking different
communities in different parts of the globe, with SF representing the control centre. If we follow
this description, we can easily have the impression that the evolution of SF and Terra-Madre mainly
consists in the development of the SF’s capabilities of networking, and then in the transition from a
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national network to a global one through the multiplication of the net’s links and actors. This per-
spective facilitates the activity of comparative analysis, demonstrating a growth across the history of
the movement primarily based on the capability to reproduce on a global scale relational processes
firstly put in practice on a small scale. However, this approach limits our capability to understand
the nature of SF and the community of Terra-Madre. Above all, it simplifies the important question
concerning the local and global nature of the movement.

In spite of the official definition of Terra-Madre as a network, I prefer to define Terra-Madre as a
translocal assemblage, thus applying on SF the theoretical approach developed byMcFarlane (2009)
within his studies on contemporary social movements. According to Anderson and McFarlane
(2011, p. 124):

Assemblage appears to be increasingly used to emphasise gathering, coherence and dispersion. In par-
ticular, this draws attention to the labour of assembling and re-assembling sociomaterial practices that
are diffuse, tangled and contingent. In this respect, assemblage emphasises spatiality and temporality:
elements are drawn together at a particular conjuncture only to disperse or realign according to place
and the angle of vision.

Terra-Madre is first of all characterized by a strong variety of actors in terms of culture, employ-
ment and nationality (SF, 2015), and can be primarily defined as an inorganic assemblage in which
‘relations may change, new elements may enter, alliances may be broken, new conjunctions may be
fostered’ (Anderson &McFarlane, 2011, p. 126). If the first edition of Terra-Madre in 2004 counted
5.000 delegates (Andrews, 2008, p. 49), the event in September 2016 saw the presence of 7.000
representatives (la Repubblica, 2016). This tendency characterized the entire history of the project,
with a steady multiplication of communities. This peaked during Terra-Madre 2020 due not only to
the extended period of the biannual meeting, but also to its digital nature. Delegates change from
one edition to another as every event focuses on a set of specific issues (Littaye, 2015). In the book
Slow Food Nation, Petrini stresses the fluid nature of the food communities built by the movement
and relates this peculiarity to the notion of network whose main characteristics are ‘its openness
and its ability to sustain itself’ (Petrini, 2007, p. 199).2 However, as maintained, for example, by
Müller and Schurr (2016), the concept of assemblage (compared to network), better describes
those realities characterized by fluidity, ephemerality and unpredictability.

The heterogeneity of Terra-Madre is not the only feature linking the project with the concept of
assemblage. In fact, Terra-Madre is at the same time a permanent and temporary event, character-
ized by a biannual meeting that for many participants represents the real opportunity to be part of
the relational processes created by food producers and activists. This element clearly contributes to
the idea of Terra-Madre as an assemblage and then ‘a collection of relations between heterogeneous
entities to work together for some time’ (Müller & Schurr, 2016, p. 219). Finally, it is necessary to
consider how since 2010 Terra-Madre has been related to another initiative, the Salone del Gusto
(SF, 2016). Terra-Madre can then be seen as an assemblage of two different projects which in turn
are made of different parts often (but not always) identifiable in their uniqueness and every chan-
ging composition. As ‘assemblage functions as a name for unity across difference, i.e. for describing
alignments or wholes between different actors without losing sight of the specific agencies that form
assemblages’, the adoption of the term network to describe Terra-Madre should be reconsidered,
particularly in academic analysis of SF (McFarlane & Anderson, 2011, p. 162).

The notion of assemblage alone cannot fully explain the nature of Terra-Madre and more gen-
erally how the movement has changed across the decades involving people and territories on a glo-
bal scale. The notion of translocal assemblage contained in the work Translocal Assemblage: Space,
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Power and Social Movements can help us to explain how Terra-Madre represents for SF a funda-
mental step to overcome, at least partially, the dichotomy between local and global. According
to McFarlane (2009, p. 561):

Assemblage is an attempt to emphasise that translocal social movements are more than just the con-
nections between sites. Sites in translocal assemblages have more depth than the notion of ‘node’ or
‘point’ suggests – as connoted by network ̶ in terms of their histories, the labour required to produce
them and their inevitable capacity to exceed the connections between other groups or places of the
movement.

The idea of translocality seems to be strictly related to the SF’s understanding of global processes of
fluidification of national boundaries caused by the increasing material and theoretical exchange
between cultures which led to the creation of a global community based on local food productions.
Appadurai developed the concept of translocality to bypass the idea of territory as a set of bound-
aries and to explain how ‘contemporary social life is structured along a range of spatial horizons
that act separately to national borders’ (Levin, 2013, p. 178). From the 1990s the theory of translo-
cality has been used and interpreted in different ways by different scholars (Main & Sandoval,
2015); often in opposition to the concept of transnationalism that ‘remains deeply anchored in
the notion of the world as formed and ordered by a static framework of clearly distinguishable
scales’ (Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013, p. 374). Translocality is rather ‘used to describe socio-spatial
dynamics and processes of simultaneity and identity formation that transcend boundaries-includ-
ing, but also extending beyond, those of nation state’ (Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013, p. 374). The
famous definition of translocality as ‘situatedness during mobility’ (Brickell & Datta, 2011, p. 3),
involves the idea that ‘translocal actors are defined by their movement from one local to another
rather than across national boundaries’ (Littaye, 2015, p. 145). Similarly to translocality, the con-
cept of glocalization also attempts to reconcile the opposition between local and global. However,
as Roudometof and Carpentier (2022) notice, glocalization privileges global flows into the local and
translocality the opposite. In this sense, this study gives preference to the concept that better con-
veys the idea of agency of local actors and localities in the globalized world, not only, but also
through its long-standing relation with the idea transnationalism.

As witnessed by SF communities through their involvement in initiatives concerning
cooperation between different localities, both rural and urban areas can be involved in processes
of translocality in which spaces are not limited ‘to the shared social relations of local histories,
experiences and relations, but can connect to wider geographical histories and processes’ (Brickell
& Datta, 2011, p. 3). Translocality is therefore a notion that relates to concepts such as mobility,
identity formation, and cultural exchange; and consequently, translocal assemblages ‘are not simply
a category, out or result formation, but signify doing, performance and event’ (McFarlane, 2009,
p. 561). The notion of translocal assemblage seems to effectively describe the nature of Terra-
Madre. On the one hand, the notion of assemblage relates to the heterogeneous, hybrid, and extre-
mely dynamic nature of this event. On the other, the concept of translocality describes the capa-
bility of the project to overcome the idea of nation states as isolated, blocked sets of traditions,
and to promote processes of exchange through mobility in which ‘new forms of (post)national
identity are constituted’ (Mandaville, 2002; p. 204 cited in Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013, p. 375).

Terra-Madre 2020 represents an interesting example of assemblage, with dynamic and fluid rela-
tional processes between localities. Whereas transnationalism often concerns agreed and structured
processes, translocality seems to relate to more improvised and spontaneous events, which are
difficult to systematize. In fact, where the notion of transnationalism is based on the idea of nation
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state and then on a physical and ideological system, translocality escapes from any specific theor-
etical structure. In other words, transnationality concerns planned relational processes that effect
individuals’ experiences. On the contrary, translocality is the result of individuals’ experiences
and the product of movements and circumstances.

4. Methodology and data collection

Due to the Covid-19 crisis SF has radically changed the nature of its biannual meeting, presenting
Terra-Madre 2020 as a six-month calendar of digital and physical events around the world (SF,
2020). The meeting started in October 2020 and ended in April 2021. I have collected qualitative
data over this period through the observation and analysis of 56 digital events created by food pro-
ducers and activists.

The events were selected according to their content; preference was given to initiatives related to
food sovereignty. Direct, semi-structured observations based on open questions over the link
between SF and food sovereignty were then performed. Observations focused on key concepts
emerging from speakers’ discourses and the exchange of opinions and ideas. Observations also con-
cerned processes of information exchange between the audience in online chats which allowed
interaction with participants and speakers as well as insights on the relational processes between
communities of Terra-Madre. Ultimately, activity of observation considered the notion of translo-
cal assemblage. From this perspective, the research tried to reconnect notions of translocality and
assemblage with the format and content of the events.

Of the several formats available on the platform, I have manly focused on conferences – formal
gatherings defined by the presence of a few experts usually from the academia; forums – informal
group discussions on broad subjects usually based on different case studies; webinars (sometimes
called meetings) – informal meetings similar to forums, but less structured and with a higher focus
on the topic discussed; online tours – virtual tours usually facilitated by the presence of a guide.

Five in-depth, semi structured online interviews with SF activists3 have been used to develop and
deepen analysis and information collected during the attendance of digital events. The interviewees
have been selected on the basis of their knowledge of Terra-Madre, their long-standing relation
with SF, and their active role in the organisation of the biannual meeting. Questions focused on
their understanding of Terra-Madre 2020 in relation to SF campaigns.

5. Terra-Madre 2020

The online platform of Terra-Madre 2020 appears as a well-organized yet dynamic and heteroge-
nous space hosting hundreds of elements such as videos, articles and maps, varying in theme, for-
mat and audience. This space can be defined as ‘complex’ to the extent we use the term to
characterize something made of different but interconnected parts. In fact, the design, functional-
ity, and logic of the platform is quite straightforward. With over 10.000.000 people able to take part
(Slow Food Italia, n.d.). The platform is divided into 9 main areas, each of which represents a par-
ticular space built for a specific range of visitors that demonstrates the heterogeneity of the partici-
pants such as journalists, producers or researchers, and consequently the heterogeneity of the
project itself.

From the platform, participants have direct access to the social media pages of SF which have
played a fundamental role in this edition of Terra-Madre, since hundreds of events were streamed,
publicized, and stored within one or more of these external spaces. Social Media effectively worked
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as extensions and intensifiers of the platform and allowed the spread or dispersion of its events. SF’s
(2020) own statistics indicate 1.300.000 views of the events created for the biannual meeting in
more than 200 countries. It is possible to assume that the extended nature of the Terra-Madre plat-
form has helped (if not allowed) this achievement, not only in terms of intensity of the phenom-
enon, but also its extension. In fact, as social media represent highly complex spaces where
individuals and groups are constantly interconnected, Terra-Madre cannot but face a continuous
multiplication not only of its own spaces but also of the communities that operate within them,
reflecting thus the interpretation of assemblage as dynamic collectives, ‘and by extension, distrib-
uted agencies’ (Anderson & McFarlane, 2011, p. 125).

5.1. Terra-Madre as an exchange

In line with the earliest McFarlen’s interpretation of translocal assemblage (McFarlane, 2009), the
analysis of the events of Terra-Madre 2020 reveals how the project represents a concrete opportu-
nity to exchange experiences, opinions, and knowledge. This exchange largely differs according to
the actors involved, the event formats and the nature of the discussion.

Conferences, for example, the theoretical base of the biannual meeting, allow a complex
theoretical exchange and critical analysis between scholars and activists within and beyond
the movement. Of the many editions of Terra-Madre this could be considered as one of the
most innovative in terms of key themes and interpretations. As we read on the Terra-Madre
platform, SF (2020) is ‘proposing a radical paradigm shift, where political borders between states
and regions are relegated to the background and ecosystem takes central stages.’ The title of
Terra-Madre 2020, New Geographies and Possible Futures, mirrors the complexity of the theor-
etical frame in which dialogues and considerations are placed and arise from. This complexity,
as confirmed by a researcher and project manager of SF, is the product of a close attention by
the movement towards some of the most recent studies in the field of social sciences concerning
the discovery and creation of new geographical relations due to contemporary globalizing pro-
cesses. In our interview a longstanding activist and board member of SF Italy, explains me how
Terra-Madre 2020 is the result of a long reflection and study of the value of conventional geo-
graphical structures:

Regarding the discourse on new geographies, we had been thinking a lot about it as an operational com-
mittee. We realized that it was no longer possible to create spaces divided for countries and continents
as it had been done in past editions; it no longer made sense because it was necessary to mix and think
for new geographies, and thus create for example a space for the highlands where highland producers
from all over the world could gather, one for the lowlands, one focused on the relations between rural
and urban areas. With this in mind, the work on this concept has already begun years ago.

This new complexity concerns the very nature of the project, but also the theoretical approaches
such as those of translocality and assemblage employed in this analysis. As both these two notions
were theorized to investigate not only the radical changes developed under globalization, but also
the historical formulation of dominant models in almost every sphere of the human life, the very
notion of translocal assemblage arises from the necessity to drastically change our perspective on
the relational processes characterizing the globalized world at an individual and collective scale.
The promotion of a complex dialogue on contemporary geographical models can be seen as a fun-
damental element in the relationship between SF and the academia, and an example of how con-
temporary social movements try to shape their initiatives from radical theories not yet fully defined
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in terms of approaches and purposes, thus participating in the very dynamic process of new the-
ories formation.

Crucially, Terra-Madre conferences are also dialogues through which tensions and ideological
oppositions crossing the movement arise as they reveal the existence of different perspectives on
some of the most pressing issues related to the organisation’s birth and development such as the
nature of capitalism and the alternatives left. An example is provided by the first conference of
Terra-Madre 2020, where Paul Collier, director of the International Growth Centre (IGC) advo-
cated for the positive essence of capitalism that he considers as one of the most concrete sources
of well-being and development for modern societies.

Distinguishing between good and bad forms of capitalism, Collier offers a different, less radical
interpretation of the modern Western regime than those usually provided by SF and organisations
for food sovereignty. Collier is not a member of SF, but his intervention during the opening con-
ference of Terra-Madre, clearly shows how the organization is crossed by different, often conflicting
ideologies. It also demonstrates how the revolutionary project theorized by Petrini in relation to
anti-industrial forms of food production and consumption (see Petrini & Padovani, 2006) is openly
questioned or tempered by a theoretical dialogue built by internal and external actors of the
movement.

The opportunity for food producers to share their knowledge and experiences particularly
emerged from forums and webinars where producers and activists found spaces of discussion
and debate. For example, the forum Mapping your Markets: taking stock of your public market sys-
tem4 saw the presence of communities of producers and activists from different parts of the world
sharing their own experience on how to use free mapping software to map local city markets. The
two mapping initiatives presented, one from the city of Seattle (USA) and another from the city of
Kampala (Uganda), triggered from their similarities and differences a concrete discussion between
presenters and participants on the activity of mapping urban markets.

5.2. Terra-Madre as a space of cooperation and conflict

From the observation of the storytelling and exchange created by food communities emerges the
idea of Terra-Madre as a space of cooperation between individuals and organizations; one where
new relations and initiatives come to life. Conflict has proved to be a fundamental part of this pro-
cess, and it seems particularly important for the understanding of the current nature of SF as plur-
ality, fragility and provisionality (Anderson &McFarlane, 2011), but also as collective body crossed
by multiple desires and productive ideologies (Buchanan, 2021; Delueze & Guattari, 1987). In fact,
despite of the rose-tinted image that the organization provides of itself as a harmonic community,
SF cannot but be characterized by radical conflicts due not only to its heterogeneous composition,
but also and above all, to its relations with other organizations such as the European Union or the
United Nations. These organisations are often recognized by scholars as the main obstacles to sus-
tainable food production and food sovereignty at a global scale, i.e. Rosero et al. (2011), Vaarst and
García (2012), Ayres and Bosia (2014), Andrèe (2018), Knezevic (2014), Pimbert (2015).

Terra-Madre 2020 events clearly show how SF has a complex relation with transnational insti-
tutions like the European Union (EU) which in the last few decades has become one of the most
important partners of the movement. The fundamental question, absent from the past literature,
is what drives these organizations to cooperate despite their radical differences and their historical
conflicts? In our interview the director of the Brussels office of SF, explains me how ‘it is very
important for the movement to maintain a dialogue with the European Union on food production
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to put pressure on EU offices to respect their commitments towards small scale producers’. Inviting
EU officers to Terra-Madre is then for the director of SF Brussels ‘an effective way of doing advo-
cacy’, and SF ‘has to play his own game among the many powerful lobbies that in Brussels try to
influence political and economic decisions on food production and consumption’.

If SF seeks through the dialogue with the European Union a chance to influence and supervise
the work of EU food commissions, the interest of the European Union in SF seems to relate to the
opportunity provided by projects like Terra-Madre to directly (yet not always easily) communicate
with civil organizations and European citizens. As sustained by the president of the SF Foundation
for Biodiversity5:

The European Union needs SF and the work of SF because it cannot promote sustainable production
only at the bureaucratic level. The European Union knows that what is needed is awareness that can
create a political and social environment that makes it possible to promote changes through new
laws and regulations. If one acts only by enacting laws, citizens cannot understand the choices behind
these changes.

Terra-Madre is then a space the European Union as other organizations uses to promote its own
initiatives and to involve citizens within new projects. This is witnessed for example by the launch
during the event Food and Cultural Heritage – an EU Policy Perspective6 of a new geographical indi-
cations participatory programme called Roadmap to Strengthen Geographical Indications.

5.3. Terra-Madre beyond the SF movement

The idea of Terra-Madre as a space to create new boundaries and promote initiatives globally can
be related to another important finding, and then that the main SF’s project is something that goes
beyond the SFMovement itself. In fact, Terra-Madre 2020 not only saw the presence of events orga-
nized by SF communities in cooperation with other organizations, but also of initiatives character-
ized by different actors such as NGOs and research centres7 not directly connected with the
movement.

The Terra-Madre project of today can therefore be seen as an open space used by individuals and
organizations to promote their own work and create new relationships often independently of the
SF Movement. From the perspective of Terra-Madre as an assemblage, this process – fostered by
the open nature of the online platform – leads to the emergence of new relations between the actors
involved and then the growth of new capabilities and potentialities for the local communities that
are part (or not) of the movement. Ultimately, talking of the Terra-Madre project no longer means
just talking of SF. This finding, which is traceable to Delanda’s interpretation of assemblage as a
remedy to the Hegelian conception of the world as totality (Delanda, 2006), relates both to the inde-
pendent presence of other organizations and the emergence of new food movements from the
powerful flow of dreams, knowledge and ideas created by activists and producers.

5.4. Terra-Madre as emergent localities

Terra-Madre online events are spaces for storytelling, where accounts are often complemented by
the presence of the story background; this is particularly evident in webinars, forums or online
tours8 – a format transporting audience to the reality of producers which include visits to markets,
farms, or community centres and then places daily experienced by members of the movement. Data
collection on digital events relies therefore not only on the recording of words, but also on the
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observation of images and then the silent consideration of human and non-human elements sur-
rounding speakers.

The idea of digital devices as intimate items analysed by Pink et al. (2016) in Digital Geographies
strongly relates to the opportunity offered by digital events to see members of food communities in
their personal environments such as houses or workplaces and then to the idea that digital devices
create intimate spaces. If recognising our smartphones or computers as intimate objects represents
an important step into the analysis of online events, we should not limit our analysis to devices, but
think digital spaces as intimate ones as digital events of Terra-Madre 2020 create intimate screens
from intimate backgrounds not only in relation to objects, but also to noises, sounds, and images of
animals and passers-by (often relatives or friends) appearing and emerging from our laptops during
the events, thus participating in the emergence and assemblage of new digital spaces. Online events
can then be seen as intensive forms and performances of intimate spaces, where the movement of
participants through external localities makes possible the creation of a particular form of translo-
cality: a translocal digital intimacy.

However, the very idea of emerging localities as emergence and disappearance of digital spaces
can be seen as an overcoming of the concept of translocality here interpreted not only as sets of
relational processes dynamically connecting different places through social, cultural or economic
exchanges, but also in terms of the materiality of spaces and then their establishment and endur-
ance. Terra-Madre 2020 puts us before the emergence of new, fluid and transitory forms of locality
created by temporary processes of relations connecting pre-existing localities characterized by
higher stability and permanence. Adopting Delanda’s interpretation of emergence and then the
idea that new capabilities and identities emerge from relations could help us to understand the cre-
ation and disappearance of intimate-digital spaces like Terra-Madre online events, where the inter-
action of multiple actors, human and non-human within a digital space often leads to the
emergence of new community spaces and then of new localities.

6. Terra-Madre and food sovereignty

Terra-Madre events are also important for understanding the relations between the movement and
the notion of food sovereignty as theorized by grassroots organisations in Latin America since the
1980s. In fact, only through the observation of the communities’ exchange of experience and
knowledge we can understand how Terra-Madre communities promote agroecological processes
and social experiences related to the concept of horizontal democracy.

According to Vaarst and García (2012), agroindustry creates a complete disconnection
between producers and consumers, which leads to a dramatic waste of resources and food.
From a food sovereignty perspective, this disconnection with the consequent fragmentation of
local communities in favour of multinational forces strongly relates to the influence that neoliber-
alism exerts on political and social life. As neoliberalism is often interpreted by food scholars as
the primary obstacle to equality and self-determination both in the global north and the global
south, movements for food sovereignty first advocate the necessity of starting a revolutionary
shift of our understanding and interpretation of democracy (Caller & Gallar, 2010). Therefore,
activists promote the idea that a new radical form of democracy must be introduced in Western
societies in opposition to the current neoliberal system that maintains distance between citizens
all over the world and decision-making processes in economic and social spheres. This new form
of democracy called Horizontalidad (or radical democracy) finds its origins in the Argentinian
political scene of the last few decades and in the concrete experience of social organisations
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such as the Workers’ Movement (Sitrin, 2006). It is based on the idea that democracy can only be
expressed through the direct and horizontal involvement of citizens within society’s political life
(Anderson et al., 2019).

Horizontalidad is neither a precise ideology or a political programme, but rather an attitude
towards social needs and responsibilities arising from political experience. This attitude or
approach is based on the idea that new forms of social and political organizations such as social
movements have the potentiality to replace traditional institutions of power through the creation
of new ways of self-organization and collective management (Sitrin, 2006). According to Caller and
Gallar (2010), radical democracy does not really concern a new form of governance, but rather of
social cooperation that influences the way governments act. The concept of horizontalidad can be
seen as the social and political frame at the base of food sovereignty, particularly in relation to the
discourse on building communities where people democratically cooperate within the entire pro-
cess of food production and consumption (Anderson et al., 2019).

Grassroots organisations for food sovereignty such as La Via Campesina strongly support the
introduction of specific political approaches related to the idea of horizontalidad for the develop-
ment of new local communities in the global north on the example of Latin American experiences
of collective management. The application of these approaches sees interesting examples such as
that described by Rita Calvário (2017). Calvario analyses in her work how a community of farm-
ers in the Basque Countries have embraced the idea of food sovereignty through processes of re-
peasantization and thus through ‘forms or modes of farming in which coproduction based on a
self-controlled resource base is central and within which wage labour is (almost) absent’ (Van
der Ploeg, 2013, p. 134). According to Calvário (2017, p. 412) food sovereignty programmes in
the North should start from the agro-ecological and political (re)education of farmers and require
a ‘new organizational praxis, leadership and alliance-building capacities combined with a move
away from a corporatist to a social movement approach that is more horizontal, flexible and
activist’.

The approach described by Calvario is fundamentally based on a one-way form of relation-
ality between local communities in the global south and the global north, and it clearly does
not reflect the reality of the Terra-Madre project that we saw to be founded on heterogeneous
experiences of cooperation and conflict. The difference between the case presented by Calvario
and Terra-Madre 2020 can help us to understand the original interpretation of food sover-
eignty by the SF Movement. In fact, the idea of exporting and reproducing in Western
communities, political experiences born in Latin American contexts seems to concern uni-
directional forms of cultural and social exchange, with groups of producers from the North
acting as learners in what Calvário (2017) defines as training with an explicit ideological com-
ponent. This process which implicitly assumes the existence of a definite or orthodox interpret-
ation of food sovereignty, and which is based on a predefined set of values and beliefs to be
replicated in other contexts, is far from the heterogenous, conflictual and multidirectional dia-
logue between local communities created by Terra-Madre and from the new realities emerging
from this exchange.

The peculiarity of SF’s interpretation of horizontal democracy not only concerns the level of
ideas and then the nature of the dialogue created between communities, but also that of the
actors involved. In fact, whereas small food producers are often identified by scholars as the
primary sources of radical change in our food system, SF seems to involve within its revolution-
ary plans a much more heterogeneous group of people such as chefs, retailers, and restaurant
owners. Beyond the idea that producers are an important – but not exclusive component of
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our food system – to spread the responsibility for change among the civil society and the differ-
ent strata of the food chain empowers social categories and individuals enlarging processes of
democratization. It also helps to concretely foster the process of change that does not depend
only on farmers’ choices and conducts, but on those many actors that are part of the food sys-
tem. Therefore, the concept of horizontal democracy emerges from the experience of Terra-
Madre as the exploration, discovery, and entanglement of diversity. From this perspective it
is possible to understand the effort made by SF to involve more and more voices within its pro-
jects and to open Terra-Madre to a multiplicity of territories in a permanent process of social
inclusion.

According to Anderson et al. (2019) both practice (agroecology) and theory (horizontalidad) are
important in the creation of food sovereignty communities, and along with horizontal democracy,
movements traditionally based in Latin America are also exporting to the global north the idea of
agroecology. In fact, agroecology, which derives from traditions and agricultural practices of indi-
genous people and campesinos, is often seen by food movements ‘as a key building block for food
sovereignty’ (Anderson et al., 2019, p. 531). According to Anderson et al. (2019) on the one hand,
being a political programme food sovereignty needs the concreteness of agroecology to compensate
its high theoretical and transcendent nature. On the other, agroecology as a set of agricultural prac-
tices needs food sovereignty to avoid manipulation and exploitation from neoliberalism as hap-
pened for example to organic farming in Western countries. Therefore, as La Via Campesina
promotes political schools to train new generations of activists, in the same way social movements
promote the learning of agroecology to revolutionize not only the production of food but also that
of knowledge.

The idea of horizontal learning is very important for agroecology as the notion is based on the so
called diálogo de saberes (wisdom dialogues) and then on the idea that knowledge is a collective act,
built through exchanges of information and skills (Anderson et al., 2019). Since ‘agro-ecological
approaches consciously seek to combine the experiential knowledge of farmers and indigenous
people with the latest insights from the science of ecology’, the growing interest on agroecology
byWestern academia has represented a great challenge for traditional education systems of the glo-
bal north that are still based on hierarchical, anthropocentric and top-down approaches (Pimbert,
2015, p. 2).

During the event Privatization of Common Goods – South America,9 Miguel Altieri, one of
the fathers of the discipline, stressed the necessity to create a diálogo de saberes able to connect
indigenous and campesinos knowledge with Western science to overcome the limits of one and
the other. The creation of a multidirectional exchange connecting food communities from the
global north and the global south, involving not only producers but a multitude of different
actors, represents the attempt of SF to build a wisdom dialogue, of which Altieri, one of its
main theorists, has been part. Ultimately, contrary to traditional organizations for food sover-
eignty, the movement does not seem to be interested in promoting any ideology deriving from
experiences limited in time and space, but as told me by a project manager of SF Indigenous
People to encourage sharing between different traditions and cultures to avoid any uniform
or pre-established view.

Where this approach can lead to conflicts and contradictions within the organisation, potentially
weakening the common effort of activists and producers to achieve an alternative food system, it
mindfully considers the multiplicity of the cultural and productive contexts from which the various
souls of the movement come. The diálogo de saberes of Terra-Madre seems to reflect the idea of
assemblage as a process of agencement which refers to ‘the coming together of various entities
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into a loose aggregate’ (Davies, 2012, p. 274). However, as we are reminded by Buchanan (2015,
p. 385) ‘the assemblage is purposeful, it is not simply a happenstance collocation of people,
materials and actions, but the deliberate realisation of a distinctive plan (abstract machine)’.
Terra-Madre represents the desire of the movement to include a great variety of knowledge and
horizons in a permanent process of exchange and co-creation, even if that means to jeopardise
the effectiveness of its campaign.

7. Conclusion

The attendance of the 13th edition of the Terra-Madre biannual meeting provided significant
insights for the study of the project and SF. Through the observation and analysis of the online
events, I demonstrate how the digitalization and extension of the meeting represented for the
movement an opportunity to expand its community and embrace new ideas and experiences.
Despite the absence of the traditional market for small producers (the Salone del Gusto), Terra-
Madre 2020 was for thousands of people a space to create relations and knowledge sharing. As
told me by the Executive Director of SF in the UK:

We’ve never had so much engagement around Terra-Madre, we had producers saying: ‘‘I now under-
stand what Terra-Madre is, what the concept of Terra-Madre is’’. And I think that is going to be really
helpful. We ourselves have not changed our messaging on Terra-Madre, but the notion of how an indi-
vidual could be part of it.

In this sense, the article reveals the adaptability of SF and, more generally, of social movements to
new processes of globalization.

I also demonstrate how Terra-Madre 2020 represents a valuable opportunity to update ana-
lyses on the movement and question conventional interpretations. The attempt by the academia
to cage the SF’s nature within rigid theoretical models led to radical gaps into the present lit-
erature of which the notion of food sovereignty is the most noticeable absence. As such, through
this analysis I focus on the relationship between SF and the revolutionary programme, revealing
how an original interpretation of food sovereignty emerges from the movement’s practices; one
that is not based on a clear anti-capitalist ideology, but on the inclusion of a great variety of
actors involved in our food system. This finding highlights the limits of applying traditional
understandings of the concept to different realities and the necessity to consider unconventional
experiences.

Ultimately, the findings presented strongly relate to the adoption of translocal assemblage as a
research approach by which the article provides a reading of Terra-Madre as a heterogenous, multi-
level and ever-changing galaxy: an assemblage as a whole, but also as part of others, more extensive
assemblages. As such, this paper supports the idea that theories of assemblage and translocality can
represent valuable and in some cases necessary intellectual tools for science, and that the develop-
ment of both theories strongly depends on the complexity of the case studies on which the
approach is applied. However, in the globalized world, from the distance and proximity of digital
spaces, Terra-Madre appears as an emerging community since it is recognized and depicted by its
members as a place where they once have been, where they have known and learned, where new
experiences and initiatives have begun. The project is therefore not only an example of translocal-
ity, but also of emergent locality(s) that best conveys the fluidity, the more intellectual and
emotional than physical permanence of this place, of a space full of individual meanings and
experience.
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Research ethics

The analysis presented is part of a broader doctoral research project on the SF Movement and the
community of Terra-Madre. All data here presented was collected after approval by the Aberyst-
wyth University – Department of Geography and Earth Sciences (DGES), reference: Prof. Michael
Woods. I confirm that an appropriate consent form and participant information sheet have been
provided to participants before data collection.
Index: Table of the Terra-Madre 2020 events followed by category.

Webinar 20
Forum 18
Online Tours 6
Conference 4
Training 3
Global Relay 2
Film Screening 2
Awards 1

Notes

1. Since 2010 the two projects are interconnected becoming Terra-Madre – Salone del Gusto (Tencati &
Zsolnai, 2012).

2. Carlo Petrini is the founder and former president of the SF Movement.
3. Interviewee 1, researcher and project manager of SF; Interviewee 2, member of the board of SF Italy;

Interviewee 3, Director of the Brussels office of SF; Interviewee 4, project manager of SF Indigenous
People; Interviewee 5, Executive Chairman of SF UK.

4. Forum, 01/12/2020.
5. SF Webinar in Action, Webinar, 01/10/2020.
6. Forum, 17/11/2020.
7. i.e. National Agroecology Meeting [ENAE], Meeting, 02/11/2020; Rice: A Food that Grows in

Water, Forum, 27/11/2020; Mapping your Markets: Taking Stock of Your Public Market System,
Forum, 01/12/2020.

8. i.e. Virtual Farm Visits – Grierson and Errington Cheese, Online Tour, 12/10/2020; Sixth Anniversary
of Coquimbo Earth Market and International Day of Food Sovereignty, Online Tour, 16/10/2020;
Milpa at the Mercado Verde Alternativo Toluca, Online Tour, 27/02/2021.

9. Forum, 10/10/2020.
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